Symplectic evolution of Wigner functions in Markovian open systems.
The Wigner function is known to evolve classically under the exclusive action of a quadratic Hamiltonian. If the system also interacts with the environment through Lindblad operators that are complex linear functions of position and momentum, then the general evolution is the convolution of a non-Hamiltonian classical propagation of the Wigner function with a phase space Gaussian that broadens in time. We analyze the consequences of this in the three generic cases of elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic Hamiltonians. The Wigner function always becomes positive in a definite time, which does not depend on the initial pure state. We observe the influence of classical dynamics and dissipation upon this threshold. We also derive an exact formula for the evolving linear entropy as the average of a narrowing Gaussian taken over a probability distribution that depends only on the initial state. This leads to a long time asymptotic formula for the growth of linear entropy. We finally discuss the possibility of recovering the initial state.